Baillie Gifford extends partnership with Linedata
Investment firm renews Linedata Icon contract and brings on Linedata Icon ASP
Paris, London, Boston, New York, Hong Kong, 16 June 2021 – Linedata, a global provider of asset
management and credit technology, data and services, today announced Baillie Gifford, the global independent
investment firm, has extended its partnership with a new five-year agreement to deploy Linedata Icon, Linedata’s
flagship fund accounting platform. Baillie Gifford will additionally be introducing Linedata Icon ASP for a three-year
contract.
The new agreement will allow Baillie Gifford to continue to leverage the platform as its primary accounting book of
record solution for ABOR activities, along with NAV calculation. The inclusion of Linedata Icon ASP will introduce
new resource capabilities for Baillie Gifford through outsourcing of daily support tasks.
Aldric Dupaïs, Linedata’s Global Head of Fund Services said: “Linedata Icon’s extended capabilities will enable
Baillie Gifford to continue developing its fund accounting processes. We always aim to be a strategic partner for
our clients, supporting them in digital transformation.”
The two companies have a longstanding relationship that has grown over time, with Baillie Gifford having used
Linedata’s Icon fund administration service for over two decades as well as recently introducing Linedata
Navquest, the Linedata NAV validation and price dissemination solution.
Linedata Icon has enabled Baillie Gifford teams to manage funds on a single platform, with automation of backoffice processes, including NAV checks and reporting and repetitive tasks– which has proved especially useful
with remote working due to Covid-19.
Linedata Icon’s scalability and flexibility make it easy to integrate with other systems, facilitates data provisioning
and delivers performance enhancements, while ensuring business continuity.

ABOUT BAILLIE GIFFORD
Baillie Gifford is an independent investment partnership founded in 1908, with offices in Edinburgh, Buenos Aires,
Dublin, Frankfurt, Hong Kong, Krakow, London, New York, Shanghai, Toronto and Zurich. It has £326bn in assets
under management. Visit bailliegifford.com for more.
ABOUT LINEDATA
With 20 years’ experience and 700+ clients in 50 countries, Linedata’s 1100 employees in 20 offices provide global
humanized technology solutions and services for the asset management and credit industries that help its clients
to evolve and to operate at the highest levels.
Headquartered in France, Linedata achieved revenues of EUR 161.0 million in 2020 and is listed on Euronext
Paris compartment B FR0004156297-LIN – Reuters LDSV.PA – Bloomberg LIN:FP. linedata.com
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